The O Zone Club Talks About Swinging and
Discretion
The O Zone Club, one of Toronto’s hottest swinger’s clubs, talks
about discretion is their club, and how they respect and ensure the
privacy of their clientele.
TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA, July 12, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/
-- The O Zone Club, a Toronto swinger’s club and adult lifestyle
event venue, knows that in the world of swingers, mum’s the word
when it comes to the privacy of their clients. Due to lingering
prejudices and judgements, there can sometime be negative side effects to swinger’s “weekend
habits” making their way into the light. A lot of people in the lifestyle prefer to keep their intimate
habits to themselves – as they have every right to. For that reason, the O Zone Club takes well
planned steps to ensure the privacy of everyone at the club.
When it comes to taking photos at the club – it’s a hard no for guests. Photo taking is prohibited at the
O Zone Club, however there is a professional photographer employed by the club who can take
photos, though only with guest permission are any photos taken or images published.
“We have the utmost respect for our guests and make sure that their privacy is of paramount
importance,” says the club owner, “Discretion is an important part of the lifestyle. Our guests often like
to keep their personal lives private, and don’t want to have photos of them partaking in adult events
plastered across social media for relatives or the like to see.”
Though the swinger’s lifestyle is heating up and becoming much more popular with today’s crowd,
there are still boundaries needed. Social media has become a large part of how businesses evaluate
new employees and even keep tabs on current ones, so in the same manor that people wouldn’t want
their weekend activities to be brought into the workplace, so do many in the swinging lifestyle.
About The O Zone: Toronto's hottest couples' club, The O Zone is the place to be for swinging
couples in Toronto. The O Zone is one of North America's largest "on-premise" nightclubs. A
hedonistic playground of over 10,000 square feet, The O Zone is filled with enough wild and sexy
amenities to guarantee a most memorable night for Toronto swingers and open-minded couples. An
alternative lifestyle social club, The O Zone is the hottest place in Toronto for couples to come and
party, and to form friendships with compatible like-minded swinging couples. For more information
about The O Zone, upcoming special events, and the latest club news, please visit
www.ocouplesclub.com
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